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Slavery and Language
Nonhumans are our slaves. We use them to satisfy our ends.
Speciesism allows this by degrading nonhumans into the class of things
and resources. Some members of this slave class, an infinitesimal
proportion, are viewed affectionately and treated relatively well. Yet
the fundamental relationship of subjugation and domination remains
constant. Even the most doted upon slaves are still slaves. The
enterprise of domestication is indelibly human-centered, from its
origins through till its eventual abolition. Nonhumans do not belong
within the human community, and will always have their opportunities
for genuine satisfaction foreclosed by our direct and calculated
relationships with them. We should not be using the other sentient
beings of this planet for any reason whatsoever. Underlying this claim
is the rejection of speciesism, lynchpin of the human/nonhuman
relationship.

Let's address one aspect of speciesist language. Terms like "dairy cow",
"layer hen", "guard dog", "companion animal", "game animal", and
"circus animal" are offensive and demeaning. Such labels
deindividualize. From the outset, they impose human expectations —
for milk, eggs, protection, and so on — upon nonhumans. By
integrating their "purpose" within our nomenclature, nonhumans are
defined and considered, not on their own terms, but on ours. When we
refer to nonhumans by the particular form of exploitation they must
endure, we help legitimize that (and all) exploitation; we imply
acceptance of sentient beings existing solely to serve. Analogously,
consider how, less than 200 years ago, humans captured in Africa were
being enslaved within America. Terms like "cotton human", "sugar
person", "tobacco girl", "rail boy", and "house slave" are clearly
inappropriate and racist. They are only appropriate as seen through the
eyes, and spoken by the mouths, of those who exploit.
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